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ALUMNI NEWSLETTER
Welcome to 360Alumni: A New Way to Connect
The Partnership Fund is excited to announce a new TJ alumni online platform. Having fully integrated alumni functions since its merger with the TJ Alumni
Association last fall, the Partnership Fund recently partnered with 360Alumni to make staying connected easier for all TJ grads. 360Alumni allows TJ alumni
to connect, interact, engage, and network with other members of the growing TJ alumni community. Through the 360Alumni portal, users can view and
register for upcoming events (including class reunions), post to job boards, create groups around common interests, search for alumni in the region, and
otherwise share announcements and information. All of this will be in a private TJ-centric community. In addition, the data input by alumni will enable the
Partnership Fund to enhance its engagement and outreach efforts. Tracking alumni through college and career, for example, will make it easier to forge
connections between current and former students just as knowing where TJ graduates end up will help determine best locations for regional events.  
The Founder and CEO of 360Alumni recently visited TJHSST; she toured
the new campus and spoke more about the platform to Partnership Fund
staff and Board members as well as alumni. In reflecting on her own
experience as an alumna trying to connect through an underdeveloped
alumni network, she explained her mission in starting 360Alumni- to help
graduates get better jobs, mentorship and professional and personal
development through their networks. This is what the Partnership Fund
intends the 360Alumni platform will do for TJ grads.
The platform is already in a beta testing phase with TJ alumni whereby user
feedback will be incorporated to make improvements to the final version.
Though the exact date is pending, the site will launch later this year, ahead
of the fall reunion season. Stay tuned, alumni!

Committed to Its New Focus on Alumni Engagement,
TJPF Hiring Alumni Relations Manager
In addition to its traditional role in supporting the unique learning
opportunities and innovative research experiences available to TJ students,
the Partnership Fund is expanding its mission to include a focus on alumni
engagement and STEM outreach. While a STEM Outreach Coordinator
was hired last fall, the PF is now adding a full-time staff member to move
alumni engagement efforts forward. The Alumni Relations Manager will
plan and coordinate alumni activities including reunions and regional
events; cultivate relationships between alumni, TJHSST and TJPF staff and
current students; and help implement and maintain the new alumni portal.
Ultimately, the Alumni Relations Manager’s role will be to meaningfully
engage more TJ grads, forge stronger connections between alumni and a
school held dear, and develop new and better ways to serve the entire TJ
alumni community.

6560 Braddock Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22312
703.750.8317

ALUMNI Profiles
Katia Maguire ‘00

Jackie Bello ‘04
Today’s students are tomorrow’s changemakers. This philosophy guides the
mission of Dent Education, a non-profit co-founded by Jackie that teaches
at-risk high school students to use design thinking to launch their own
business or social ventures. Despite the challenges that young persons
may confront, Jackie’s mission and that of Dent Education is to let students
know that they can do something about it, that they have the ability to
make a dent in the world and have positive impact. Jackie comes from
a family of educators- her mother
actually taught at TJ (Jackie spoke
with her mother at TEDxTJHSST in
2014) and her father was an
FCPS teacher for adult immigrants.
Following in their footsteps, Jackie
entered the educational field after
graduating from Princeton; she has
served as a teacher, consultant,
and student services administrator.
It was after graduating from
Stanford’s business school in 2016
that she decided to pull those
passions together and start her own
non-profit based in Baltimore, a
city that has inspired Jackie since
she first served there with Teach
for America. While Jackie has committed to making a difference in the
lives of young adults, her time at TJ helped influence her career decision.
“The four years I spent at TJ were so meaningful that I’ve just forever
wanted to work with high school students in order to give them the same
opportunities I had. Everyone at TJ made me feel like I could make a
difference in the world, and I want my students to have that same sense of
empowerment and agency.”

Katia is a New York-based
documentary
producer
and
director. Her most recent project“a harrowing and deeply moving
portrait”,
according
to
the
Hollywood Reporter, was screened
last month at the Human Rights
Watch Film Festival in San Diego.
Home Truth, filmed over nine
years, chronicles one domestic
abuse survivor’s quest for justice
as she pushes her case for nonenforcement of a restraining order
all the way to the Supreme Court.
Katia’s other recent productions
include Kingdom of Shadows, a
documentary detailing the lives
of three witnesses to the US-Mexico drug war, and The Graduates/
Los Graduados, a bilingual series on the challenges confronting Latino
students as told through the voices of six Latino/a high schoolers. She has
worked as an associate producer with veteran award-winning journalist
Bill Moyers, as a senior associate producer on Women, War and Peace,
a PBS series that documents the stories of women in conflict zones, and
as a co-producer for Quest for Honor, a documentary about women
and honor-based violence that was short-listed for the 2010 Academy
Awards. Currently, Katia is developing a film project about women and
science and technology. While Katia may not have ended up in a STEM
profession, she was nonetheless inspired by her time at TJ. “The spirit of
intellectual curiosity and drive to explore the unknown, that was shared
among teachers and students alike, has stayed with me throughout my
career and has been an incredible asset in forging my way through
a somewhat unconventional career path.” Katia is a graduate of the
University of Virginia.

Konstantin Kakaes ‘97
Keith Knipling
‘94
In 2012, Keith was awarded
the Presidential Early Career
Award for Scientists and
Engineers, an honor conferred
by President Barack Obama.
The PECASE is the highest
honor bestowed by the U.S.
government on outstanding
scientists and engineers who
show great potential for
scientific innovation early in
their research careers. Keith
currently manages the Naval
Research Laboratory’s (NRL’s)
atom probe lab which recently
took delivery of a Cameca 4000X Si Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP),
one of only a handful in use across the globe. The LEAP microscope, by
providing precise atom-by-atom dissection of a material volume, greatly
enhances the capability to develop new materials that might strengthen
Naval platforms, reduce fabrication costs, and increase energy efficiency.
Keith is committed to developing new lighter and stronger structural
alloys that promise improved efficiency and on developing new, more
energy efficient soft magnetic alloys. He earned his BS and MS degrees in
Materials Science and Engineering from Virginia Tech and his PhD in the
same field from Northwestern University.

Konstantin is a Washington DC-based journalist and fellow at New
America, a nonpartisan think tank that brings innovative problem-solvers
together to address the challenges caused by rapid technological and
social change. His work has appeared in the Washington Post, the Wall
Street Journal, Slate, The Economist, and NPR. In 2013, Konstantin published
an e-book, The Pioneer Detectives: Did a Distant Spacecraft Prove Einstein
and Newton Wrong? about the Pioneer Anomaly. It is an astrophysical
mystery written for anyone with a “curiosity about how NASA works behind
the scenes or why scientists believe what they do.” Prior to joining New
America, Konstantin served as a fellow for the John Hopkins University’s
International Reporting Project and as a Knight Science Journalism Fellow
at MIT. Before making the decision to settle in DC, Konstantin worked
abroad, first in London, covering science for The Economist, and then in
Mexico City serving as Bureau chief for the same outlet. Though he writes
on a diversity of topics, including business, literature, and even food,
he maintains his interest in science and technology, contributing articles
and essays on such topics as artificial intelligence, quantum computing,
coding, and frequently drones.
Konstantin holds a BS in Physics
from Harvard, a degree decision
inspired by his time at TJ and
one teacher in particular. “Dr
(John) Dell taught physics better
than anyone I’ve met before or
since, and I’m grateful to have
been one of the many students
to benefit from his knowledge,
wisdom, and skill.”

Agnes Chin ‘03
“One of the best things to happen to pastry in Washington” according
to one Washington Post food critic, Aggie is the Executive Pastry Chef of
Mirabelle, a chic French American restaurant located just steps from the
White House. Working alongside an award-winning former White House
chef, Aggie works to deliver a memorable dining experience, offering
desserts to put an “exclamation point” on any meal. After graduating with
her BA from UVA, Aggie worked at a law firm, intending next to enter
law school. Ironically, it was advice she received from attorneys there
to pursue what she was most passionate about that helped push Aggie
towards culinary school. Food critics and diners alike agree that this was
the right decision. Prior to joining Mirabelle, Chin served for four years as
Pastry Chef at Palena, a much-loved restaurant in the Cleveland Park area.
She has been recognized in the Washingtonian, the Washington Post,
and Food and Wine Magazine. Though it may not seem that a pastry chef
has much use for a STEM education, Aggie points out that pastry is in fact
“a great marriage between science and art. The recipes and processes
used to produce desserts are extremely precise and scientific.”

Arvin Ahmadi
‘10
“Quirky and charming.
Wise and unpredictable.”
The words used by bestselling author Khaled
Hosseini (The Kite Runner)
to describe Arvin’s debut
novel. Down and Across
is a coming-of-age-story
about a teenage boy
who, lacking a strong
sense of direction and
struggling
under
the
weight of expectations,
runs away to find out
who he is. Inspired partly
by Professor Angela Duckworth’s TED talk on grit and perseverance
(Duckworth is the inspiration for one of the book’s main supporting
characters) and partly by Arvin’s own failures, Down and Across is a
“humorous, deeply human” story that Arvin hopes will resonate with teens
who similarly worry about the future or struggle to cope with failures
(Publisher’s Weekly). While critics continue to praise Down and Across,
Arvin is already busy working on his new novel. Inspired by his love of
technology, Arvin’s next book will tell a futuristic story about one girl’s
adventures as she enters a virtual reality contest. As Arvin describes the
setting as “a fictional near-futuristic boarding school version of TJ, he
admits “clearly the school has left some kind of mark on me!” Arvin served
as Editor-in-Chief of tjToday. He received his BA in Computer Science
and Political Science from Columbia University and worked as a Product
Manager for Yext before becoming a full-time author. Arvin recently
returned to TJ to speak to students about his debut novel and his road to
becoming a published writer. His message to students? “You have to do
the things you can’t stop thinking about.”

Emma Pierson, ‘09
Yohannes Abraham
‘03
In 2007, just weeks after graduating
with his BA in Political Science
from Yale University, Yohannes
joined then-Senator Obama’s Iowa
Caucus
Campaign.
Following
Senator Obama’s underdog victory,
Yohannes was selected to serve in
the Office of White House Legislative
Affairs during Obama’s first term. He
then became one of the first staffers
hired onto President Obama’s reelection campaign. During the
President’s second term, he served
as Deputy Assistant to the President,
Chief of Staff to top Obama adviser
Valerie Jarrett, and senior adviser
to the National Economic Council. Valued for his performance in these
various roles, Yohannes was tapped by the outgoing President to help
lay the groundwork for his new foundation. He served as interim Chief
Operating Officer and Senior Adviser at the Obama Foundation during
its setup phase. Last fall, Yohannes was selected as one of Harvard
Kennedy School’s Institute of Politics’ 2017 Fellows. He is currently
conducting research as a fellow at Harvard’s Belfer Center for Science
and International Affairs.

Emma is a third-year computer
science PhD student at Stanford
University. Prior to entering the PhD
program, Emma studied at Oxford
University on a Rhodes scholarship
where she earned her master’s
in statistics. From there, she spent
time working as a statistician at
Coursera analyzing such topics
as gender equality in courses and
demographic patterns in course
enrollment, and as a Data Scientist
at 23andMe where she conducted
statistical analyses of the company’s
genotypic
and
phenotypic
information. Emma’s interest is in
biological and social problems
and particularly healthcare and
discrimination/inequality; statistics and computer science are her methods
to study these issues. Her work has appeared in the New York Times, the
Washington Post, Wired, the Atlantic, Time, and Slate among other outlets.
She also keeps a current statistics blog, Obsession and Regression. And
while she has written and presented dozens of academic papers on such
topics as computational health and algorithmic fairness, Emma maintains
that she is most proud of giving dating advice in Cosmopolitan. About her
time at TJ, Emma writes “I’m profoundly grateful to have found a place like
TJ. During the four difficult and joyful years I spent there, I learned a lot
about science and, more importantly, a lot about friendship.”

THANKS FOR COMING
RECENT ALUMNI EVENTS

Reunions:
The Class of 1992 took to the great outdoors to celebrate 25 years,
holding a picnic at The Pavilions at Turkey Run in McLean, VA.
The Class of 1997 came together to reminisce and toast 20 years
at Blackwall Hitch in Alexandria, VA. Ten years post-graduation,
the class of 2007 reunited at Pinstripes in Georgetown to catch up and vie
for best bowler honors.

Networking:
TJPF staff hosted networking events in Chicago and Atlanta to help
local alumni find and connect with other TJ grads. Attendees built their
professional and personal networks while enjoying good food and great
conversation. If you think your city would be a good host for a networking
event, please contact Jane Ritt at jritt@fcps.edu.

Internship Fair:
Together with TJHSST’s College and Career Center, the TJPF hosted its
third annual internship fair. Givology and Yext, both founded by TJ alumni,
were among the fair’s participants. Companies in attendance greeted
over 400 TJ students, many with resumes in hand, eager to impress for
upcoming internships. If you are interested in joining next year’s fair,
please email Sally Zabel at szabel@fcps.edu.

Mary Poppins, the Musical:
Alumni enjoyed a backstage tour after the performance, led by the
talented “Bert”, sophomore actor Joshua Mutterperl. Ross Goodwin, a
graduate of ’05, will be coordinating future TJ Drama Club events- keep
your eyes peeled for news on upcoming performances.

Alumni Day:
TJ grads and their families toured the newly-renovated campus and
laughed with old friends during this fall event, hosted by the TJPF and the
TJ Alumni Association.

Alumni Talks:
Executive Creative Director at Walt Disney Imagineering and TJHSST
alumna Wendy McClellan (’92) spoke to TJ students about a career in the
arts. She is currently working on Star Wars land, a themed attraction to
open in Disney Parks next year. Arvin Ahmadi (’10) stopped by TJ to share
more about his recent novel and his path to published authorhood (read
more about Arvin in the alumni profiles section.) Thank you to TJ librarian
Anne Applin for coordinating Arvin’s visit.

Recent Events Photos, Top to Bottom:
The class of ‘92 poses during their reunion.
Students mingle and network with representatives from companies at
the 2017 Internship Fair.
The TJ Drama team impresses with its performance of Mary Poppins
the Musical.

SEE YOU SOON

UPCOMING ALUMNI EVENTS
Student Ambassador Trips:
This spring, the TJPF will accompany 19 TJ students on trips to New York
City and San Francisco (8 to NYC, 11 to San Francisco) to meet with
alumni representatives of top companies. Ambassadors on the West Coast
will visit Google, Uber, Asana, Thumbtack, and Verily among others while
East Coast Ambassadors will tour Yext, Jane Street, Blackrock, Givology,
Vernier Capital and others.

Pi-Miler:
This annual race- about 3.14159 miles-long- is in its eighth year. This
year’s race is being sponsored by the Class of 2020. It will take place
on April 14th at TJHSST and is open to all. This year, there will be a
separate Fun Run for children 12 and under. Race details and registration
information can be found at pimiler.com.

tjSTAR:
The Thomas Jefferson Symposium to Advance Research (tjSTAR) is a
day-long symposium where students share their share their IBET and Senior
research projects and learn more about future research opportunities and
potential career paths from participating professionals. While a record
number of alumni participated in last year’s symposium as both presenters
and panelists, the TJPF hopes that even more alumni will join this year’s
event. To participate or to learn more about these opportunities, please
contact Sally Zabel at szabel@fcps.edu. tjSTAR will be held on May 30,
2018.

Reunions:
The classes of 1993, 1998, and 2008 will host reunions this fall. Class
reunion committees are encouraged to plan their events to coincide with TJ
Homecoming or Thanksgiving weekends. As the Partnership Fund staff will
be hosting its own campus events during these times, they will be available
to offer assistance.

Upcoming Events Photos, Top to Bottom:
Some of the TJ students who will be spending their spring breaks with
TJ alumni in New York City and San Francisco.
tjSTAR: TJ students exploring virtual reality with Microsoft.
Vint Cerf, vice president and Chief Internet Evangelist for Google and
one of the “Fathers of the Internet”, delivering the keynote address at
last year’s tjSTAR.

ALUMNI Giving
SUCCESS:
The Campaign for TJ Comes to an End
December 31, 2017 marked the end of the Campaign for TJ. Begun in 2013, the Campaign funded an intensive renovation of TJHSST, outfitting
classrooms with state-of-the-art equipment and technologies and affording TJ students greater learning and research opportunities. While the Campaign
had set an ambitious $8 million fundraising goal, the total raised surpassed this target by nearly 1 million dollars. The Partnership Fund, TJ administration,
and TJ students are beyond grateful to those who helped make the Campaign such a success. Thank you to our alumni donors and to those who continue
to invest in TJ and the next generation of global leaders.

Alumni Giving Quick Facts:

alumni contributed just over

$657,000

141
697

alumni donated
$1,000 or more

69

alumni
made a
donation

alumni from the
Class of ‘94
donated, more
than any other class

7 alumni donated

$25,000
or more

The class of ‘89 donated more
than any other class, totaling

$214,795

Students Say Thanks
“In my Engineering Design senior research lab, the vast array of
equipment and materials I have at my disposal allows me to work without
restriction and fully explore my abilities. I am also heavily involved in the
TJ Bands Program. The department recently received a $100,000 grant
to completely re-outfit the front-ensemble instruments. As the drum major of
TJMC and snare drummer in the TJ Winter Drumline, this grant has proven
to be an invaluable gift, promoting the continued success of the program
and allowing me to share my passion for music and performance.”

-Joseph ‘18

“Being at TJ has given me so many amazing opportunities…I will always
be grateful for the fantastic experience” -Nandhana ‘19

“I never could have imagined the challenges and changes that would
ensue after deciding to come to TJ but I am incredibly grateful for the
opportunities it’s given me, both in and out of school. I hope TJ can
continue to inspire students like me for future generations of committed
and passionate students”

-Otilia ‘19
Almost every eighth period, lunch, and JLC, I live in the Jefferson
Underclassman Multidisciplinary Projects (JUMP) Lab. Whether I’m thawing
out cells, spending my time in a dark room imaging, or just helping out
another group with immunostaining, I love the research opportunities at
TJ” -Eric ‘19

Donations at Work

Clockwise from top left:
Product Design: A student in the Product Design Club uses a 3D printer, purchased with a PF Community Grant, to create a prosthetic hand.
Athletics: The Girls Field Hockey team competes on new turf. The Partnership Fund contributed $400,000 towards installation of two new turf
fields for TJ athletes. Physics: This molecular sputter coater is just one of the items that the Quantum Physics and Optics lab was able to purchase with Campaign funds. Neuroscience: With donor support, the Partnership Fund was able to purchase this microelectrode array device for
the Neuroscience Lab, a tool that is “opening the door to a whole new avenue of research,” according to the lab’s Director. Biotechnology: With
Campaign contributions, TJ’s Biotechnology Lab acquired new equipment including a personal genome machine, a deep-well quantitative RTPCR
system, and a bioanalyzer or a “Lab on a Chip” Band: A recent TJPF grant of over $100k completely replaced the front sideline percussion for the
TJ Marching Colonials, Thomas Jefferson High School Drumline, and percussion ensemble classes.

Alumni Engaging Alumni
Martine Kusiak ‘91
Who better to engage TJ alumni than a TJ alumna? Martine’s may be a familiar name to some alumni. She has
been involved in helping class reunion coordinators plan their reunion events and activities. In addition, she has
helped organize and volunteer for such events as Alumni Day and will be organizing an alumni meet-up at this
year’s upcoming Pi-Miler on April 14th. While she was part of the reunion planning committee for her own class’
20th reunion, Martine is happy to serve as the point of contact for other TJ class reunions. As an active member of
the alumni and larger TJ community, Martine uses her knowledge and experience to help class committees navigate
the logistics of reunion planning and connect them with resources to ensure a successful event. Her goal is to learn
what worked well and what didn’t to help classes have fun and memorable reunion events. Martine was a member
of the Alumni Association Board before that entity merged with the Partnership Fund last year. Since 2016, she
has served as an alumni representative on the Partnership Fund Board. Beyond her commitment to TJ and alumni
engagement, Martine also volunteers as a coach for Girls on the Run NOVA and serves as the Director of Global
Deal Management Operations at Oracle. She holds an MBA from George Washington University.

Anne (McDivitt) Appler ’92
Giving back to TJ is a family affair for the Applers, and Anne’s connection to TJ is strong and growing. Anne met
her husband of nearly twenty-two years, Matt Appler (TJ ’91), in TJ Concert Choir during her sophomore year. Now,
their daughter is a sophomore at TJ playing trombone in the band, rowing crew, and spending a bit of time on
homework when she can fit it in.
Anne wants to see TJ continue to provide opportunities for exceptional students to be challenged and have the
freedom to pursue their unique academic passions. While the Applers have made significant monetary contributions
to the Campaign for TJ (their name hangs outside one of the newly-renovated Freshman Design and Tech Labs), Anne
donates much of her time to TJ as well. Anne has served on the Partnership Fund Board since 2016, and at present,
she is the only member that is both alumna and parent. Through this role, she lends support to various alumni
initiatives, but her primary interest lies in forging stronger connections between TJ alumni and current TJ students.
Anne’s efforts to recruit alumni to speak and demonstrate at last year’s tjSTAR research symposium yielded a record
number of alumni participants. She is enthusiastic about recent 8th period alumni speakers and would like to see
alumni routinely engaging with students through organized, school-based activities. “I want to bring alumni back to
TJ because I think alums have much in terms of life experience to share with students. I also believe we can learn a
tremendous amount from the next generation.”

Anne played a key role in bringing
alumna Wendy McClellan Anderson,
TJ’ 92 (above), back to TJ to talk to
students about her career in the arts..

TJ Partnership Fund 2017—2018
Board Officers

Natalie Lorenz-Anderson P’19, Chair
Miguel Browne P’18, Vice Chair
Nicole Morson A’07, Treasurer
Charlie Givans P’19, Secretary

Board of Directors
Anne Appler A’92, P’20
Marilena Barletta P’16, ’18
Grace Becker P’15, ’18
Shikha Dixit P’20
Shaista Keating P’20
Martine Kusiak A’91
Paul Misener P’20
Erik Petersen A’89
Silvija Strikis P’18
Marius Vismantas P’19
Gang Yang P’18
Andrew Zukosky A’09

Ex Officio Members
Ann Bonitatibus, TJHSST Principal
Gary Grosicki, TJHSST Assistant Principal
Hardish Nandra P’13, ’19, PTSA President
Srikant Sastry P’17, Immediate Past TJPF Chair
P – Parent A – Alumni

TJPF Staff
Aristia Kinis, Executive Director
Sally Zabel, Manager of Partnerships and Outreach
Jane Ritt, STEM Outreach
and Administrative Coordinator

The TJ Partnership Fund has vacancies on its Board of Directors for the 2018-2019 school year. Alumni are encouraged to
apply for these positions. Contact Charlie Givans at givans_family@verizon.net for more information.

